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Love Is an Orientation InterVarsity Press
A love affair blooms between two officers in the impartially
worded pages of a police blotter. "Officers Weep" is a story from
Daniel Orozco's critically acclaimed collection Orientation,
which leads the reader through the hidden lives and moral
philosophies of bridge painters, men housebound by obesity,
office temps, and warehouse workers. He reveals the secret
pleasures of late-night supermarket trips for cookie binges,
exceptional data entry, and an exiled dictator's occasional piss
on the U.S. embassy. A new employee's first-day office tour
includes descriptions of other workers' most private thoughts
and actions; during an earthquake, the consciousness of the
entire state of California shakes free for examination.
Orientation introduces a writer at the height of his powers,
whose work surely invites us to reassess the landscape of
American fiction.
Thunder in the Mountains: Chief Joseph, Oliver Otis Howard,
and the Nez Perce War Faber & Faber
A young bridge painter is awakened from the hum of daily routine by
a face-to-face encounter with a woman in free fall. "The Bridge" is a
story from Daniel Orozco's critically acclaimed collection
Orientation, which leads the reader through the hidden lives and
moral philosophies of bridge painters, men housebound by obesity,
office temps, and warehouse workers. He reveals the secret

pleasures of late-night supermarket trips for cookie binges,
exceptional data entry, and an exiled dictator's occasional piss on
the U.S. embassy. A love affair blooms between two officers in the
impartially worded pages of a police blotter; a new employee's first-
day office tour includes descriptions of other workers' most private
thoughts and actions; during an earthquake, the consciousness of
the entire state of California shakes free for examination. Orientation
introduces a writer at the height of his powers, whose work surely
invites us to reassess the landscape of American fiction.
Union Atlantic National Academies Press
A memoir done in the form of a graphic novel by a cult favorite
comic artist offers a darkly funny family portrait that details her
relationship with her father--a funeral home director, high school
English teacher, and closeted homosexual.
The Other Side of Desire Farrar, Straus and Giroux
An action-packed series-starter perfect for fans
of The Heroine Complex and Not Your Sidekick. “I
didn’t know how much I needed this brave,
thrilling book until it rocked my world.
Dreadnought is the superhero adventure we all need
right now.”—Charlie Jane Anders, author of All the
Birds in the Sky Danny Tozer has a problem: she
just inherited the powers of Dreadnought, the
world’s greatest superhero. Until Dreadnought fell
out of the sky and died right in front of her,
Danny was trying to keep people from finding out
she’s transgender. But before he expired,
Dreadnought passed his mantle to her, and those
secondhand superpowers transformed Danny’s body
into what she’s always thought it should be. Now
there’s no hiding that she’s a girl. It should be
the happiest time of her life, but Danny’s first
weeks finally living in a body that fits her are
more difficult and complicated than she could have
imagined. Between her father’s dangerous obsession
with “curing” her girlhood, her best friend

suddenly acting like he’s entitled to date her, and
her fellow superheroes arguing over her place in
their ranks, Danny feels like she’s in over her
head. She doesn’t have time to adjust.
Dreadnought’s murderer—a cyborg named Utopia—still
haunts the streets of New Port City, threatening
destruction. If Danny can’t sort through the
confusion of coming out, master her powers, and
stop Utopia in time, humanity faces extinction.

Dreadnought Harper Collins
Isaiah Berlin was deeply admired during his life, but his full
contribution was perhaps underestimated because of his preference
for the long essay form. The efforts of Henry Hardy to edit Berlin's
work and reintroduce it to a broad, eager readership have gone far to
remedy this. Now, Princeton is pleased to return to print, under one
cover, Berlin's essays on these celebrated and captivating intellectual
portraits: Vico, Hamann, and Herder. These essays on three relatively
uncelebrated thinkers are not marginal ruminations, but rather among
Berlin's most important studies in the history of ideas. They are
integral to his central project: the critical recovery of the ideas of the
Counter-Enlightenment and the explanation of its appeal and
consequences--both positive and (often) tragic. Giambattista Vico
was the anachronistic and impoverished Neapolitan philosopher
sometimes credited with founding the human sciences. He opposed
Enlightenment methods as cold and fallacious. J. G. Hamann was a
pious, cranky dilettante in a peripheral German city. But he was
brilliant enough to gain the audience of Kant, Goethe, and Moses
Mendelssohn. In Hamann's chaotic and long-ignored writings, Berlin
finds the first strong attack on Enlightenment rationalism and a
wholly original source of the coming swell of romanticism. Johann
Gottfried Herder, the progenitor of populism and European
nationalism, rejected universalism and rationalism but championed
cultural pluralism. Individually, these fascinating intellectual
biographies reveal Berlin's own great intelligence, learning, and
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generosity, as well as the passionate genius of his subjects. Together,
they constitute an arresting interpretation of romanticism's precursors.
In Hamann's railings and the more considered writings of Vico and
Herder, Berlin finds critics of the Enlightenment worthy of our
careful attention. But he identifies much that is misguided in their
rejection of universal values, rationalism, and science. With his
customary emphasis on the frightening power of ideas, Berlin traces
much of the next centuries' irrationalism and suffering to the
historicism and particularism they advocated. What Berlin has to say
about these long-dead thinkers--in appreciation and dissent--is
remarkably timely in a day when Enlightenment beliefs are being
challenged not just by academics but by politicians and by powerful
nationalist and fundamentalist movements. The study of J. G.
Hamann was originally published under the title The Magus of the
North: J. G. Hamann and the Origins of Modern Irrationalism. The
essays on Vico and Herder were originally published as Vico and
Herder: Two Studies in the History of Ideas. Both are out of print.
This new edition includes a number of previously uncollected pieces
on Vico and Herder, two interesting passages excluded from the first
edition of the essay on Hamann, and Berlin's thoughtful responses to
two reviewers of that same edition.
Rock, Paper, Scissors Farrar, Straus and Giroux
“Beautifully wrought and impossible to put down, Daniel
Sharfstein’s Thunder in the Mountains chronicles with compassion
and grace that resonant past we should never forget.”—Brenda
Wineapple, author of Ecstatic Nation: Confidence, Crisis, and
Compromise, 1848–1877 After the Civil War and Reconstruction, a
new struggle raged in the Northern Rockies. In the summer of 1877,
General Oliver Otis Howard, a champion of African American civil
rights, ruthlessly pursued hundreds of Nez Perce families who
resisted moving onto a reservation. Standing in his way was Chief
Joseph, a young leader who never stopped advocating for Native
American sovereignty and equal rights. Thunder in the Mountains is
the spellbinding story of two legendary figures and their epic clash of
ideas about the meaning of freedom and the role of government in
American life.
Memorial Penguin
The author shares humorous true-life tales inspired by his sometimes
dysfunctional relationships with the dogs in his life.
The Flight of the Silvers HarperCollins
“Periodically a writer captures the pattern of comedy and tragedy that
peppers office life like alternating colors of carpet squares. . . . As smart as
Medoff’s critique of corporate inanity is, it’s tempered by compassion for
these people, who are ultimately tender with each other, too. . . . Medoff
finds plenty of hurt—but strains of hope, too.” —Ron Charles, The
Washington Post The acclaimed and deeply felt novel that illuminates the

pivotal role of work in our lives. Rosa Guerrero beat the odds as she rose to
the top of the corporate world. An attractive woman of a certain age, the
longtime chief of human resources at Ellery Consumer Research is still a
formidable presence, even if her most vital days are behind her. A leader
who wields power with grace and discretion, she has earned the devotion
and loyalty of her staff. No one admires Rosa more than her doting
lieutenant Leo Smalls, a benefits vice president whose whole world is
Ellery. While Rosa is consumed with trying to address the needs of her staff
within the ever-constricting limits of the company’s bottom line, her
associate director, Rob Hirsch, a middle-aged, happily married father of
two, finds himself drawing closer to his "work wife," Lucy Bender, an
enterprising single woman searching for something—a romance, a
promotion—to fill the vacuum in her personal life. For Kenny Verville, a
senior manager with an MBA, Ellery is a temporary stepping-stone to
bigger and better places—that is, if his high-powered wife has her way.
Compelling, flawed, and heartbreakingly human, these men and women
scheme, fall in and out of love, and nurture dreams big and small. As their
individual circumstances shift, one thing remains constant—Rosa, the sun
around whom they all orbit. When her world begins to crumble, the
implications for everyone are profound, and Leo, Rob, Lucy, and Kenny
find themselves changed in ways beyond their reckoning. Jillian Medoff
explores the inner workings of an American company in all its brilliant,
insane, comforting, and terrifying glory. Authentic, razor-sharp, and
achingly funny, This Could Hurt is a novel about work, loneliness, love,
and loyalty; about sudden reversals and unexpected windfalls; a novel
about life.
November Storm Baker Academic
If you're ready to live as a diehard fly fisherman in the land of the
midnight sun, you'd better be prepared to weather several long
months of midnight. Set against the backdrop of a life spent in the
latitudes of the Far North, follow the author as he casts about in
search of arctic grayling, rainbow trout, and the ultimate truths in
life. The author's existential pursuit of a "drag-free drift" borrows
from the analogous concept in fly fishing, where one's line is mended
as necessary to facilitate the fly's natural flow with the current. This
book is targeted primarily towards the North American fly fisherman,
and those around the world interested in experiencing the wilds of
Alaska.
Ishmael Ten Speed Press
A new employee's first-day office tour includes descriptions of
other workers' most private thoughts and actions. "Orientation"
is a story from Daniel Orozco's critically acclaimed collection of
the same name, which leads the reader through the hidden lives
and moral philosophies of bridge painters, men housebound by
obesity, office temps, and warehouse workers. He reveals the
secret pleasures of late-night supermarket trips for cookie
binges, exceptional data entry, and an exiled dictator's

occasional piss on the U.S. embassy. A love affair blooms
between two officers in the impartially worded pages of a police
blotter; during an earthquake, the consciousness of the entire
state of California shakes free for examination. Orientation
introduces a writer at the height of his powers, whose work
surely invites us to reassess the landscape of American fiction.
Orientation Farrar, Straus and Giroux
A young runaway is welcomed into the arms of an affluent
family after he takes on the identity of the family's missing son
Daniel, only to slowly realize that the family knows more about
Daniel's disappearance than they're letting on.
Don't Sleep, There are Snakes Simon and Schuster
Although Daniel Everett was a missionary, far from converting the Pirahs,
they converted him. He shows the slow, meticulous steps by which he
gradually mastered their language and his gradual realisation that its
unusual nature closely reflected its speakers' startlingly original
perceptions of the world. Everett describes how he began to realise that his
discoveries about the Pirah language opened up a new way of
understanding how language works in our minds and in our lives, and that
this way was utterly at odds with Noam Chomsky's universally accepted
linguistic theories. The perils of passionate academic opposition were then
swiftly conjoined to those of the Amazon in a debate whose outcome has
yet to be won. Everett's views are most recently discussed in Tom Wolfe's
bestselling The Kingdom of Speech. Adventure, personal enlightenment
and the makings of a scientific revolution proceed together in this vivid,
funny and moving book.
The Bridge Simon and Schuster
For fans of Blake Crouch, the propulsive first book in the genre-bending
Silvers trilogy, in which six ordinary people become extraordinary when
they find themselves the sole survivors of an apocalypse that lands them on
an Earth far different from our own—one on which they have X-Men-like
powers to manipulate time. Without warning, the world comes to an end.
The sky looms frigid white. The electric grid falters. Airplanes everywhere
crash to the ground, and finally, the sky comes down in a crushing sheet of
light, taking out everything and everyone with it—except for Hannah and
Amanda Given. Saved from destruction by three fearsome and powerful
beings who adorn them each with an irremovable silver bracelet, the Given
sisters suddenly find themselves on a strange new Earth where restaurants
move through the air like flying saucers and the fabric of time itself is
manipulated by common household appliances. Upon arrival to this
alternate America, Hannah and Amanda are taken to a science laboratory
where they meet four other survivors from their world, all of whom wear
matching silver bracelets—a mordant cartoonist, a shy teenage girl, a
brilliant young Australian, and a troubled ex-prodigy. While being poked
and prodded by scientists who may be friends or enemies, the group
discovers that it’s not only their world that is different—they are different.
Each has the power to manipulate time with their bare hands…a power they
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can’t always control. With no one but each other to trust, “the Silvers” must
find out what exactly happened to their world and why it was that they were
spared. But with unexpected new enemies emerging from around every
corner, their quest for answers will quickly become a cross-country quest
for survival.

Prince and Knight Anchor
NAMED A BOOK OF THE YEAR BY THE ECONOMIST
AND ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF 2021 BY THE TIMES
AND THE SUNDAY TIMES "Irreversible Damage . . . has
caused a storm. Abigail Shrier, a Wall Street Journal writer,
does something simple yet devastating: she rigorously lays out
the facts." —Janice Turner, The Times of London Until just a
few years ago, gender dysphoria—severe discomfort in one’s
biological sex—was vanishingly rare. It was typically found in
less than .01 percent of the population, emerged in early
childhood, and afflicted males almost exclusively. But today
whole groups of female friends in colleges, high schools, and
even middle schools across the country are coming out as
“transgender.” These are girls who had never experienced any
discomfort in their biological sex until they heard a coming-out
story from a speaker at a school assembly or discovered the
internet community of trans “influencers.” Unsuspecting parents
are awakening to find their daughters in thrall to hip trans
YouTube stars and “gender-affirming” educators and therapists
who push life-changing interventions on young girls—including
medically unnecessary double mastectomies and puberty
blockers that can cause permanent infertility. Abigail Shrier, a
writer for the Wall Street Journal, has dug deep into the trans
epidemic, talking to the girls, their agonized parents, and the
counselors and doctors who enable gender transitions, as well as
to “detransitioners”—young women who bitterly regret what
they have done to themselves. Coming out as transgender
immediately boosts these girls’ social status, Shrier finds, but
once they take the first steps of transition, it is not easy to walk
back. She offers urgently needed advice about how parents can
protect their daughters. A generation of girls is at risk. Abigail
Shrier’s essential book will help you understand what the trans
craze is and how you can inoculate your child against it—or how
to retrieve her from this dangerous path.
Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe Penn
State Press
"There's a story behind every research study." In Backdrop, Gayle
Pitman narrates the "story" behind the science of sexual orientation -

a science that has been rife with contradictions and controversies.
Pitman argues that, when it comes to sexual orientation research, we
could potentially glean more powerful insights from the backdrop of
politics and personalities behind the research than from the actual
studies themselves. Beginning with a focus on the causes of sexual
orientation, moving then to the politics of transgender and intersex
identities, and culminating in the political controversies of reparative
therapy, "don't ask, don't tell," and same-sex marriage, Backdrop
brings into focus the rich and textured landscape behind the scientific
research findings. Filled with plot twists and developments,
variegated characters (the scientists as well as the activists and
reactionaries), and thorny political, moral, and philosophical
questions, Backdrop brings the science to life, raising more complex
questions while simultaneously providing us with a more nuanced
understanding of gender and sexual orientation.
Machado de Assis Diversion Books
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The author of The Talent Code
unlocks the secrets of highly successful groups and provides tomorrow’s
leaders with the tools to build a cohesive, motivated culture. NAMED
ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY BLOOMBERG AND
LIBRARY JOURNAL Where does great culture come from? How do you
build and sustain it in your group, or strengthen a culture that needs fixing?
In The Culture Code, Daniel Coyle goes inside some of the world’s most
successful organizations—including the U.S. Navy’s SEAL Team Six,
IDEO, and the San Antonio Spurs—and reveals what makes them tick. He
demystifies the culture-building process by identifying three key skills that
generate cohesion and cooperation, and explains how diverse groups learn
to function with a single mind. Drawing on examples that range from
Internet retailer Zappos to the comedy troupe Upright Citizens Brigade to a
daring gang of jewel thieves, Coyle offers specific strategies that trigger
learning, spark collaboration, build trust, and drive positive change. Coyle
unearths helpful stories of failure that illustrate what not to do,
troubleshoots common pitfalls, and shares advice about reforming a toxic
culture. Combining leading-edge science, on-the-ground insights from
world-class leaders, and practical ideas for action, The Culture Code offers
a roadmap for creating an environment where innovation flourishes,
problems get solved, and expectations are exceeded. Culture is not
something you are—it’s something you do. The Culture Code puts the
power in your hands. No matter the size of your group or your goal, this
book can teach you the principles of cultural chemistry that transform
individuals into teams that can accomplish amazing things together. Praise
for The Culture Code “I’ve been waiting years for someone to write this
book—I’ve built it up in my mind into something extraordinary. But it is
even better than I imagined. Daniel Coyle has produced a truly brilliant,
mesmerizing read that demystifies the magic of great groups. It blows all
other books on culture right out of the water.”—Adam Grant, New York
Times bestselling author of Option B, Originals, and Give and Take “If
you want to understand how successful groups work—the signals they

transmit, the language they speak, the cues that foster creativity—you won’t
find a more essential guide than The Culture Code.”—Charles Duhigg, New
York Times bestselling author of The Power of Habit and Smarter Faster
Better
Here Lies Daniel Tate Penguin UK
Making Literature Matter combines an innovative writing text with a
uniquely organized anthology for introductory literature courses that
emphasize critical thinking and writing. The third edition addresses new
trends in literature and composition, with more instruction on writing
arguments and unique clusters that pair literary and visual texts for
analysis.
Uncle Boris in the Yukon, and Other Shaggy Dog Stories Farrar,
Straus and Giroux
Fifteen-year-old Ari Mendoza is an angry loner with a brother in
prison, but when he meets Dante and they become friends, Ari starts
to ask questions about himself, his parents and his family that he has
never asked before.
Officers Weep Simon and Schuster
In each of the stories in Robert Oldshue’s debut collection, the
characters want to be decent but find that hard to define. In the first
story, an elderly couple is told that delivery of their Thanksgiving
dinner has been canceled due to an impending blizzard. Unwilling to
have guests but nothing to serve them, they make a run to the
grocery, hoping to get there and back before the snow, but crash their
car into the last of their neighbors. In “The Receiving Line,” a male
prostitute tricks a closeted suburban schoolteacher only to learn that
the trick is on him. In “The Woman On The Road,” a twelve-year-
old girl negotiates the competing demands of her faith and her family
as she is bat mitzvahed in the feminist ferment of the 1980s. The
lessons she learns are the lessons learned by a ten-year-old boy in
“Fergus B. Fergus,” after which, in “Summer Friend,” two women
and one man renegotiate their sixty-year intimacy when sadly, but
inevitably, one of them gets ill. “The Home Of The Holy
Assumption” offers a benediction. A quadriplegic goes missing at a
nursing home. Was she assumed? In the process of finding out, all
are reminded that caring for others, however imperfectly—even
laughably—is the only shot at assumption we have. In upstate New
York, a November storm is one that comes early in the season. If it
catches people off-guard, it can change them in the ways Oldshue’s
characters are changed by different but equally surprising storms.
Read This to Get Smarter Bedford/st Martins
Breakfast's boiled egg, the overhead hum of fluorescent lights, the
midmorning coffee break—daily routines keep the world running. But
when people are pushed—by a coworker's taunt, a face-to-face
encounter with a woman in free fall from a bridge—cracks appear,
revealing alienation, casual cruelty, madness, and above all a
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simultaneous hunger for and fear of the unknown. Daniel Orozco
leads the reader through the hidden lives and moral philosophies of
bridge painters, men housebound by obesity, office temps, and
warehouse workers. He reveals the secret pleasures of late-night
supermarket trips for cookie binges, exceptional data entry, and an
exiled dictator's occasional piss on the U.S. embassy. A love affair
blooms between two officers in the impartially worded pages of a
police blotter; a new employee's first-day office tour includes
descriptions of other workers' most private thoughts and actions;
during an earthquake, the consciousness of the entire state of
California shakes free for examination. Orientation introduces a
writer at the height of his powers, whose work surely invites us to
reassess the landscape of American fiction. Orientation is a Kirkus
Reviews Best of 2011 Short Story Collections title.
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